
4th Quarter, 2020 Public Affairs Programming

KYVA FM- SUNDAYS,  'IMPACT' AIRS 8:00AM; 'ISSUES TODAY' AIRS 8:30AM     

KXXI FM-SUNDAYS,    'IMPACT' AIRS 6:30AM; 'ISSUES TODAY' AIRS 6:00AM    

KYVA AM-SUNDAYS,   'IMPACT' AIRS 8:00AM; 'ISSUES TODAY' AIRS 7:30AM

KYAT FM-SUNDAYS,   'IMPACT' AIRS 6:00AM; 'ISSUES TODAY' AIRS 9:00AM

  During the 4th quarter of 2020, Millennium Media stations presented public affairs programs addressing 
the critical needs and problems of this area.  Continued public affairs programming was devoted to 
COVID-19 for updates.  We continued coverage of the progress of the virus and the state of the curve, 
public health information, emergency hotlines, social distancing, precautions and directives, updated 
information on store openings, responsible steps to take when conducting essential chores, wearing 
masks, federal stimulus funding, small business funding, amongst other pertinent topics regarding 
COVID-19.  Our Public Affairs Features on KYVA AM, KYVA FM, KYAT FM and on KXXI FM, were 
addressed on two public affairs programs.  One is a half hour show hosted by Bob Gourley and is called 
"Issues Today" broadcast every Sunday morning on stations KYVA AM, KYVA FM, KYAT FM and 
KXXI FM.  The other is a locally produced program called "Impact", covering a wide variety of issues 
and matters of interest to people of this area, hosted by Sammy C. Chioda, President of Millennium 
Media, and on occasion by Barbara Stanley, Host of "Gallup Today" on Comcast Television Local 
Access.  Millennium Media continued to maintain full staff presence in the office daily, to disseminate 
information regarding COVID-19 to incoming callers, while gathering information and channeling it to 
the four radio stations and company social media sources.   

    On Navajo language station KYAT, there are a variety of public affairs programs that address issues of 
significance, and often of unique importance, to Navajos and the Navajo Nation.  One such program is 
locally produced and hosted by Roy Keeto between once and three times a week on KYAT.  He 
interviews public figures mostly in the Navajo language.  The variety of public affairs programs on 
KYAT include national news, and local news produced daily by the Navajo Times newspaper and aired 
three times daily.  Weather is of considerable importance to the people of this area as commute distances 
are much longer than in most parts of the United States, and road conditions are important to know about.  
Local sports and especially rodeos are of high interest amongst Navajo People, and are featured in news 
and special reports daily on KYAT.   In addition, KYAT broadcasts information of special importance to 
its listeners such as Traditional announcements, Chapter House Meetings, funeral announcements, revival 
announcements, matters of importance to school children and their parents, and also information on 
Navajo Social Song & Dance events and Pow Wow and Gourd Dance announcements.  

     A summary of each Issues Today program aired is attached hereto, and includes the name of the guest, 
the date aired and length of the show, the issues covered, and a brief description of the subject matter 
discussed.  Summaries of each of Impact and Mr. Keeto's interviews are also attached.



     The subjects generally discussed with newsmakers include health issues with spokespersons from 
Rehoboth McKinley Christian Hospital; education and youth issues with the Gallup-McKinley County 
School Board, Superindendent and School Principals, as well as the UNM-Gallup Campus; public safety 
and local government issues with the Gallup City Council and the McKinley County Commission; and 
law enforcement and prosecutorial issues in McKinley County with the District Attorney and New 
Mexico State Police representatives.  Reports and interviews on public safety issues are conducted with 
representatives of the Gallup Police and Fire Departments as well as the Sheriff's and New Mexico State 
Police as they pertain to breaking news.

     Weather is a major factor in the Gallup area, as are road conditions.  All Millennium Media stations 
broadcast weather reports twice per hour, every hour of the day, and road conditions are either reported as 
well or listeners are referred to the State of Arizona and New Mexico Department of Transportation 
information services.

     Interviews with U.S. Senators, Members of Congress, and the Navajo Nation and Zuni Leadership are  
featured from time to time, on Millennium Media's public affairs programming.

     KYVA, KYVA FM, KYAT FM and KXXI FM broadcast "The Chamber Minute" hosted by the 
President of the Chamber of Commerce of Gallup-McKinley County.  This one-minute public affairs 
program is broadcast multiple times every day on each station.  It gives news of legislation the Chamber 
is supporting, viewpoints on local issues, matters of importance to local business, and information on 
what is taking place in Gallup-McKinley County and its business community, in addition to including 
information regarding Gallup MainStreet and its position in revitalizing Downtown, Gallup.  

     KYVA broadcasts once a month a half hour program entitled "Money and You" hosted by Sammy 
Chioda and Tommy Haws, Officer of Pinnacle Bank in Gallup.  This program gives information on 
lending, economic issues, consumer issues, and financial planning amongst other topics.

    Millennium Media also airs an ongoing campaign on 'Safety', covering all aspects of the topic.  The 
daily aired messages, called "The Millennium Media Safety Minute" on KYVA FM, KXXI FM, KYAT 
FM and KYVA AM features Jacob LaCroix, Gallup Fire Marshall.  This one-minute public affairs 
program is broadcast multiple times every day on each station.  It covers safety at home and how to deal 
with fire, fire alarms, preventative maintenance around the home and office, firework safety during 
special times of the year, dealing with propane and how it could affect outdoor grilling, fireplace safety 
during cold months, awareness of going on the roof to do repair work during nice months of the year and 
taking safety precautions with a ladder, fire safety in general, how to deal with emergencies and so 
on,...subtle and basic information making area people aware of 'Safety First', at all times for Family, 
home, work and while driving.

    Millennium Media has also initiated a new campaign pertaining to the Octavia Fellin Public Library, 
"The Millennium Media Library Minute", which is utilitzed by 30,000 citizens from Gallup and our Area.  
Technology plays a major part of the Library reaching out, to deal with the Covid-19 issues, while still 
providing local citizens Library services.  These messages share vital information with local citizens 
pertaining to all aspects of the Library.  The one-minute public affairs program is broadcast multiple 
times every day on each station, providing messages to all citizens, all ages and, all cultures.         



     For Sixty Years, KYVA AM has broadcast church services every Sunday morning from First Baptist 
Church.  The regular program has been a half hour in length, and  expanded to one-hour beginning in 
October, 2020.

    This quarter, we identified the following as community issues and topics:

COVID-19 and HEALTH 

FAMILY

PUBLIC SAFETY 

GOVERNMENT

ECONOMICS and CONSUMERISM

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

EDUCATION

10/04/20 

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - DOMESTIC VIOLENCE - Pam Wiseman, Executive Director of New Mexico 
Coalition Against Domestic Violence, and Emily Ellison, Executive Director of Battered Family Services 
in Gallup, discussed October Domestic Violence Month.  This was the first of a 2-part series covering the 
topic.  Wiseman and Ellison defined Domestic Violence, and reviewed that men, women, children and 
even pets are victims of it.  They shared local, statewide and national statistics, while also covering events 
scheduled for the month, website information, emergency hotline crisis numbers, and more.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes)

HEALTH - Ben Kehl, Vice President of United Healthcare Medicare and Retirement detailed medicare 
options for those who are eligible and also talked about the differences in plans.

ECONOMICS and COVID-19 - Jill Gonzalez, Analyst with Wallethub, detailed the results of research 
into which states are lowering unemployment rates and fastest.  She also discussed lingering effects of 
Coronavirus and the impact on the workplace.

GOVERNMENT - Al Kovach, Former Navy SEAL and Past President of Paralyzed Veterans of America, 
commented on difficulties some vets have in voting, and also announced a website with voting options for 
veterans.

10/11/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - DOMESTIC VIOLENCE - Pam Wiseman, Executive Director of New Mexico 
Coalition Against Domestic Violence, and Emily Ellison, Executive Director of Battered Family Services 



in Gallup, continued their discussion of October Domestic Violence Month.  This was the second of a 2-
part series covering the topic.  Wiseman and Ellison discussed trauma to victims, the effects of exposure 
to young children witnessing domestic violence acts, how seeing such acts may create an environment of 
normality in a household for those who do not know any better,..and, the potential long range impact on a 
human being, and family.  They discussed warning signs of abusers.  In addition, the guests covered the 
effects of Covid-19 and the economy to domestic violence cases.  Wiseman and Ellison shared 
information about legislation pertaining to Domestic Violence and the issues facing victims when rules 
are not followed, and also what the courts face when victims drop charges or do not show up for a 
hearing.  They also shared why some victims return to abusers.  They concluded the presentation by 
offering resources available to victims, abusers and families, locally and statewide, that may help them 
deal with Domestic Violence.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes)

CONSUMERISM - Cousin Brucie Morrow, Legendary DJ, discussed the state of the radio business.  He 
also talked about his move to New York station WABC from Sirius XM.

COVID-19 and HEALTH - Julie Swann, Professor at North Carolina State University, defined herb 
immunity as it relates to the Coronavirus.  She also talked about getting America back to good health.

HEALTH - Kia Malone, Lifestyle Expert and health Advocate, talked about pain management, and also 
gave some new treatments that include head and cold remedies. 

10/18/20 

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - ECONOMICS and EDUCATION - John Gonzalez, Workforce Development 
Director for Greater Gallup Economic Development Corporation (GGEDC), talked about a new session 
of classes for student training and graduation for industrial type jobs.  Gonzalez reviewed the process of 
the session, with hands on, in addition to online training,...all that is involved,....and job placement 
assistance upon graduation.  With a major concern of area industrial companies, ie, Marathon Oil 
Refinery and Tri-State Power Plant closing their doors, many employees have had to relocate.  He shared 
information of GGEDC working on intermediate industrial companies for relocation to Gallup, and the 
expansion of Rhino Health Glove Factory, locally, to pave the way into the future.  He stated 
qualifications for the planning training sessions, in addition what we, as a community, need to plan for in 
a new normal environment with and after Covid and how to deal with fear in the workplace.  He covered 
potential jobs being created in the marketplace, and how to go about learning about what is available for 
those seeking employment.



ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes)

EDUCATION - Derek Black, Professor at Univ3ersity of Southern Caroina law School, discussed 
inequalities in education throughout the United States.  He also talked about the differences between 
charter and public schools enrollment policies.

EDUCATION - Jeff Salingo, Journalist and Author, defined who gets into college and why.  He also 
talked about ways to students to save tuition costs.

ECONOMICS and GOVERNMENT - Jim Hartung, Author of "Rational Tax Reform", detailed a new 
system of taxation that would include a value added tax.  He also talked about health insurance programs.

10/25/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID 19, HEALTH, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE - Val Wangler, MD, Chief 
Medical Officer,..Mary Rios, RN, Chief Nursing Officer, and Andrea Walker, MD, Chief of OB, 
presented an update on the Covid Environment in Gallup and our Area, covering the current state of 
affairs, ongoing protocals and precautions, dealing with flu season and administering flu vaccinations 
during Covid, women's health and pre-natal care, what our Youth has been faced with, behavioral health 
challenges during Covid with specific information shared during Domestic Violence Month covering 
domestic issues, inter and intra family violcnce, sexual violence,....tele-health visits, urgent care and 
emergency room updates dealing with Covid and Flu Season, and More.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes)

GOVERNMENT - Dwayne Bryant, Author of "The New Conversation", commented on perceived racism 
in America, and also talked about efforts to defund the police.

ECONOMICS and GOVERNMEMT - Danielle Di Martino, CEO and Chief Strategist for Quill 
Intelligence LLC, answered the question about whether the United States still needs the Federal Reserve 
and also commented on the economy.

HEALTH - Dr. Jonathan Graff-Radford, Viral Neurologist at Mayo Clinic, gave an update on research 
and treatments for Alzheimers disease.  He also talked about a new book from the Mayo Clinic for 
patients and caregivers.  

11/01/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID-19 and GOVERNMENT - Maryann Ustick, City Manager, City of 
Gallup provided an update on the Covid-19 environment in our City.  She discussed management of the 
budget, gross receipts, Cares Relief Funding, how the City views the 2021 State Legislative Session, 
community safety, the state of affairs with youth sports and community activities, Downtown Commons 
and more.



ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes)

ECONOMICS and COVID-19 - David Ribeiro, member of American Council for Energy Efficient 
Economy, gave a report on American cities who have adopted environmental policies, and also 
commented on possible effects of Covid on future efforts.

EDUCATION - Dr. Cornelius Grover, Education Researcher and Author, commented on why some Asian 
students excel in America.  He also talked about cultural differences between Asia and the United States.

EDUCATION - Stacey Miller, Book Publisher, Writer and Editor, commented on the growing problem of 
bullying in schools.  She recalled her school days and how she has dealt with past tensions.

11/08/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID-19 and GOVERNMENT - Anthony Dimas, McKinley County 
Manager, shared the latest in dealing with COVID-19 through the seven months of the pandemic, how the 
County Budget is being dealt with, concerns with Marathon and Tri-State Corporation Losses, Tax 
Revenue, Cares Relief, the 2021 Forecast, Public Safety, Property Taxes, Collaborative Efforts with the 
City of Gallup, the Navajo and Zuni Nations and more.   

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes)

GOVERNMENT - Richard Levin, Author and Researcher, discussed his book on the emergence of China 
as a huge influence on affairs of the world.  He also talked about the need for better communication 
between China and the United States.

EDUCATION and FAMILY - Nathaniel Turner, Author of "The Amazing World of STEM", discussed 
how to get young women interested in STEM education and careers.  He also commented on school 
efforts to improve science education.

CONSUMERISM - Darris Cooper, Petco Dog Training Expert, detailed some tips for those who are 
training dogs in the home, and also commented on increased time pets and owners are spending together.

11/15/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - EDUCATION - Dr. Robert Hunter, Director of the Gallup Middle College 
High School, a charter school housed at the University of New Mexico Gallup, updated us on the school.  
He covered the honor by U.S. News and World Report, ranking Middle College High School as one of 
New Mexico's top high schools.  He shared information about remote student learning, challenges to 
anticipate upon reopening, and how to contact the school for student enrollment.  In addition, Dr. Hunter 
stated that students may earn an associate's degree while attending Gallup Middle College High School, 



and doing so with no financial hardship or challenges for the Family, and preparing to go on to college 
with a jump start in college credits earned.  

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes)

HEALTH - Dr. Christine Lovely, Cancer Specialist, discussed why there have been less cancer cases 
during the pandemic.  She urged everyone to get treatment and to not delay.

COVID-19 and FAMILY - Andrew Parker, Founder of Papa.com, commented on why seniors have felt 
more isolation during the pandemic.  He also talked about his new serve that matches Papa Pals with 
seniors. 

HEALTH and EDUCATION - Dr. Karl Kern, Professor of Medicine, University of Arizona's Sarver 
Heart Center, detailed new guidelines for CPR.  He also discussed the importance of heart health and 
early diagnosis for problems. 

11/22/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID-19 and FAMILY -  Sarah Piano, Executive Director of Gallup's Big 
Brothers and Big Sisters discussed how her group has dealt with the Covid Era and the important role her 
group has played during a most needed time with children being shut in experiencing a lack of social 
activity.  She shared the history of the organization and the sense of creating a family style environment 
between big brothers big sisters and their respective youth matches, summarized all of her funding 
programs, the community relationships she has cultivated and brought together for the cause, recruitment 
for children and adults, the vast area the group serves, virtual and in person connections, the "Move for 
Kid's Sake" Virtual Event, contact information and more.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes)

HEALTH - Neil Romano, Chairman of National Council on Disability, discussed 30 years of the ADA, 
and also talked about challenges that still exist for the disabled.  

HEALTH and FAMILY - Dr. Patrick Porter, Neuroscientist, gave tips for seniors to fight Alzheimers.  He 
also talked about the importance of early detection of dementia.

HEALTH and FAMILY - Dr. Elena Ratner and Shanana Hazel, Ovarian Cancer Experts, commented on 
rising rates of ovarian cancer.  They also detailed symptoms and the importance of early detection.



11/29/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID-19 and FAMILY - Dr. Bruce L. Harman, a culture, religion and 
political commentator and author discussed the resurgence of Covid-19 and the importance of having a 
spiritual life now more than ever.  We talked about the 2020 Holiday season and in most cases, where 
most families will not being able to be together due to lockdowns, further restrictions and mandates 
prohibiting gatherings.   In addition, we chatted about what the pandemic is doing to the psyche of 
individuals, how depression is setting in, the state of mind of individuals during a usual celebratory 
season, and the lack of participation of a variety of important gatherings affecting families during normal 
Holiday Celebrations,..ie, attending church services, community Christmas Tree Lightings, group 
caroling, shopping, decorating and other activities.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) 

HEALTH and FAMILY - Jean Chatsky, CEO of Hermoney.com, detailed various options for Medicare.  
She also talked about the importance of health savings accounts.

EDUCATION and FAMILY - Dr. Kimberly Berens, Education Reform Expert, described why so many 
students fail.  She also have a variety of solutions that include training teachers differently.

HEALTH and FAMILY - Dr. Satjit Bhusri, Diabetes Researcher, discussed the growing problem of 
juvenile diabetes. 

12/06/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - PUBLIC SAFETY - This is the first in a three part series. Sheriff Joe Arpaio, 
retired Sheriff of Maricopa County, Phoenix, Arizona, discussed public safety and the complexities of it 
through the governmental process, how politics get involved with decisions and adhering to the law, the 
importance of public safety when carried out to the letter of the law, the role of the judicial system and the 
many deterring political factors that get in the way when  following the United States Constitution and 
local and state laws.  He talked about officers being thrown 'under the bus' and demeaned when vital 
decisions are being made to the displeasure of those being arrested.  This is the first in a series of 
programs with Sheriff Joe Arpaio, which will cover our society as it stands now, the prospects of 
defunding police and what it means to the general public, success stories and programs he initiated and 
how he turned around law enforcement in the Phoenix Area while facing resistance, challenges and issues 
with the powers, at be,....and, serving six, four-year terms as Sheriff, being approved by the voters, term 
after term.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -

CONSUMERISM - Matt DiBara, Home Improvement Expert, provided tips on how to find the right 
contractor.  He also shared information about the increase in unethical contractors.



FAMILY - Steve Simpson, Suicide Awareness Expert, commented on growing teenage suicide rates 
during the pandemic.  He also talked about warning signs of troubled teens.

HEALTH - Dr. John Jaquish, Fitness Expert, defined how to set up a home gym, and also discussed 
parameters for individual workouts.                     

12/13/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - PUBLIC SAFETY - This is the second in a three part series.  Sheriff Joe 
Arpaio, retired Sheriff of Maricopa County, Phoenix, Arizona, discussed our society as it is today and 
reflecting on how things have changed in public safety, being 88 years of age.  We covered the topic of 
defunding the police, what this would mean to citizens on a national, regional, state and local level.  
Sheriff Arpaio commented on police issues have become political issues and the concern that police are 
getting less support from political leaders, as they make decisions based on popular sentiment, while he 
feels police should be organized to operate independently away from politics.  He discussed the 
environment with cameras and how they were first initiated to document and backup what officers were 
doing and where the 'state of this approach' currently is, working against officers, through the public 
releasing footage from their phones on social platforms where only segments are shown, and not 
revealing the entire history.  He has created a national fund where officers can tap in and counter-sue in a 
situation that favors them when following the law, instead of  being put in a non-supportive arena.  He 
further encouraged police officers to use common sense and extreme caution when investigating an 
incident, pulling someone over, and so on, while enforcing laws.  He also talked about the police 
environment not being treated fairly by media, as the only arrests being covered are those where african-
americans and hispanics are victimized.  In his opinion, there is minimal coverage regarding african-
americans shooting whites, or whites shooting whites, or, african americans shooting other african-
americans, as was the case in St. Louis, Missouri, where a retired police chief was shot and killed by an 
african-american, and there was no media coverage of the incident.  His thoughts are that reporting should 
be fair and not skewed to being racial, which paints a negative picture of police in the minds of the public, 
by not seeing the full story of arrests on a daily basis,...all arrests, all incidents, all cultures.        

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) - 

ECONOMICS and COVID-19 - Danielle McCoy, Vice President and Fair Lending Officer, Fannie Mae, 
detailed options that people can use to keep from falling into foreclosure.  She also explained forbearance 
from Fannie Mae.

HEALTH and FAMILY - Dr. Timothy Smith, Alzheimers Researcher, gave tips on how people can 
reduce the symptoms of Alzheimers.  He also stressed the need for early diagnosis.  He encouraged 
Families to learn about Alzheimers and how to look for signs and how to cope with it when a family 
member is affected.



ECONOMICS and CONSUMERISM - Andrew Ragusa, Broker at REMI Realty, provided a report on the 
state of the real estate market.  He also detailed how to find the right real estate agent.  

12/20/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - PUBLIC SAFETY - This is the third in a three part series.  Sheriff Joe Arpaio, 
retired Sheriff of Maricopa County, Phoenix, Arizona, discussed how he dealt with creating a 
'consequences for bad deeds' environment upholding laws.  He shared the multitude of programs he 
initiated while he was in office for six, four year terms, serving for 24 years.  His drive was to not only to 
correct individuals who were incarcerated, but to also prepare them for re-entering society.  He discussed 
creating two new jails, the Sheriff's Academy, a food factory, a firearms ranges, the first headquarters in 
the organization's history equipped with a State-of-the-Art 911 center, working with veterans in dealing 
with anger management and PTSD, an animal cruelty unit, amongst other programs, including Hard 
Knocks High, a jailhouse school geared to preparing juveniles who were serving time as adults, to re-
enter society.  In addition, he spoke about the millions of unspent dollars returned to the county from his 
budget annually, after each fiscal year.  Sheriff Arpaio discussed ongoing change in our lives and society, 
as political leaders are more lenient with those committing crimes, and require less, if any consequences 
for their actions. He is currently raising money for police officers who are not supported and backed while 
doing their job,...as he stated, being 'thrown under a bus'.  He concluded the program by stating he lives 
his life with two simple principles,.....life experiences, and common sense.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) - 

GOVERNMENT - David Dozier, Professor and Author, commented on efforts to end the death penalty.  
He also cited the high costs of continuing the practice.

 EDUCATION - Mary Ann Burke, Co-Founder of Generational Parenting Blog, detailed new programs 
for on-line learning.  She also discussed new programs for teachers, as they have entered into a new 
environment during the pandemic, with alternative learning methods on-line.

HEALTH and COVID-19 - Allan Stevo, Author of "Face Marks in One Lesson", reviewed mark wearing 
during the pandemic as set forth by the Center for Disease Control.  With state mandated safety 
initiatives, he discussed the research into the wearing of masks.  He also talked about ways people can 
legally not wear masks.

12/27/20

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - PUBLIC SAFETY - Brian Archuleta, New, McKinley County Fire Chief 
shared his background and how he started in public safety, and discussed the scope of his new position as 
Fire Chief, the history of McKinley County Fire,  Department Goals he has set for the next five years, 



working with the Gallup Fire Department and how the two share public safety duties, EMT and 
paramedic service, volunteer training opportunities with benefits and more.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) - 

ECONOMICS and COVID-19 - Rhett Buttle, national Business Advisor for the Biden Campaign, 
detailed ways minority business owners can be helped.  He also talked about how the Coronavirus has 
affected national programs.

HEALTH and GOVERNMENT - Neil Bradley, Chief Policy Officer of the United State Chamber of 
Commerce, commented on efforts to get a new economic stimulus.  He also discussed the effects of 
shutdowns locally, regionally and nationwide.

HEALTH and FAMILY - Dr. Judith Orloff, Psychiatrist and Author, detailed ways people can deal with 
post-holiday depression and where possible, encouraged families to discuss the topic and provide support 
for one another when family members express themselves in a depressed way.  She also talked how to 
deal with people who are detrimental.

ADDITIONAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING ON KYAT FM, NAVAJO COUNTRY 

1.  Community Awareness
2.  Health

COMMUNITY AWARENESS:

TOPIC:  Battered Families Gallup, NM-National Domestic Violence Awareness Month
PROGRAM:   Battered Families Services offers help for Women, Children and Men who are 
exposed to Domestic Violence.  The victim is taken into an Intake Process which better 
understands what kind of situation there in.  They provide emergency shelter for families who 
are in immediate threat and in need of safety.  Most of the victims that come into the shelter are 
some how affected with drugs and alcohol. Shelter Residents are provided with Advocates and 
Caseworkers to help guide them through the process. Battered Families has started a program 
called the Battered Intervention Program (BIP).  The BIP is for those who've been court 
mandated as a result of a Domestic Violence conviction. There is a  minimum of 52 weeks and is 
available for individuals who have a history of partner abuse. Participants can be either self-
referred or court mandated. This program provides participants with information and practical 
tools to change those values, beliefs, and behaviors which support the use of physical, verbal, 
emotional, or sexual abuse. Services are available in the City of Gallup and McKinley County.
GUEST:  Emily Ellison-Executive Director 
LENGTH: 12 min
AIRED: October 15, 2020  11AM 



TOPIC: Navajo Hopi Honor Riders
PROGRAM:  The Navajo Hopi Honor riders are a 501(c) 3 non-profit corporation, a volunteer 
based organization and is governed by an elected board of directors.  Their goal is supporting our 
armed forces, past & present dedicated to honor, support and serve our military families through 
motorcycle escort services, community volunteer projects and building awareness regarding 
issues and challenges affecting our Native American Military Veterans or their surviving 
families.
GUEST:  Geri Hongeva Camarello
LENGTH: 13 min
AIRED:  October 29, 2020  9:40AM

TOPIC: Wreaths Across America
PROGRAM:  Wreaths Across America is a 501(c) 3 non-profit organization.  Their goal is to 
provide a wreath for every Verteran's grave in each of the four main cemeteries in Gallup.  
Individuals, families, schools, churchs, organizations and companies are needed to help make 
this event a success in honoring our Nation's Veterans. You can sponsor a wreath for $15.00.  
The deadline is November 30th. 
GUEST:  David Brown
LENGTH: 10 min
AIRED:  November 3, 2020  11:30AM

TOPIC: Wreaths Across America
PROGRAM:  Just a reminder that Wreaths Across America deadline is approaching fast with 
their deadline.  They are also looking for volunteers to help place wreaths on graves. Their goal 
is to provide a wreath for every Verteran's grave in each of the four main cemeteries in Gallup.  
Individuals, families, schools, churchs, organizations and companies are needed to help make 
this event a success in honoring our Nation's Veterans. You can sponsor a wreath for $15.00.  
The deadline is November 30th. 
GUEST:  David Brown
LENGTH: 15 min
AIRED:  November 19, 2020  9:30AM

TOPIC: Winter Coat Drive
PROGRAM:   Now more than ever, they are counting on acts of warmth from their neighbors to 
make it through the holiday season. Not since the Great Depression have so many people 
experienced hunger, unemployment, and illness. Basic needs like food and warm clothing 
compete with one another as families and individuals face cruel choices. No one should have to 
skip a meal to buy a winter coat.  No parent should be forced to choose between buying school 
supplies and staying warm.  No essential worker should commute without a warm coat on their 
back.  This coat drive will help area homeless, Veterans and DV affected families.  Take your 
new or used coat to First United Methodist Church in Gallup on December 4, 2020 between 
10am-2pm.  Give the Gift of Warmth This Season! 



GUEST:  Officer Fred Roman New Mexico State Police
LENGTH: 13 min
AIRED:  December 3, 2020  9:30AM

HEALTH:

TOPIC: Na'Nizhoozhi Center Traditional Outpatient Program
PROGRAM:  Na'Nizhoozhi Center Traditional Outpatient program is located in Gallup, NM.  
The Outpatient program is a 4 month program, designed to provide relapse prevention education 
and tools needed in early recovery to help maintain abstinence from Alcohol and Drugs.  NCI's 
goals for Outpatient is to encourage relatives to learn traditional skills that will enhance a 
positive alcohol/drug-free lifestyle.  The Outpatient will focus on developing personal 
accountability, responsibility and help direct relatives to make better choices for a positive 
traditional lifestyle.   
GUEST:  Lenni Hammitt
LENGTH: 15 min
AIRED:  October 27, 2020  9:40AM

TOPIC: Na'Nizhoozhi Center Traditional Outpatient Program
PROGRAM:  Na'Nizhoozhi Center Traditional Outpatient program is located in Gallup, NM.  
The Outpatient program is a 4 month program, designed to provide relapse prevention education 
and tools needed in early recovery to help maintain abstinence from Alcohol and Drugs.  NCI's 
goals for Outpatient is to encourage relatives to learn traditional skills that will enhance a 
positive alcohol/drug-free lifestyle.  The Outpatient will focus on developing personal 
accountability, responsibility and help direct relatives to make better choices for a positive 
traditional lifestyle.   
GUEST:  Peter Begay 
LENGTH: 15 min
AIRED:  November 12, 2020  10AM

TOPIC: Right Path Treatment Centers  
PROGRAM:  They approach recovery from a standpoint that addiction is in fact, a disease. They 
have found that coupling medication with psychotherapy and support, creates a solid foundation 
for those that suffer from addiction can build a longer lasting recovery. The Mission at Right 
Path Treatment Centers is to create a place where those affected by addiction can receive 
compassionate care that is affordable and convenient. They help those affected by substance 
abuse and help Recover Their Future!
GUEST:  Craselle Johnson  
LENGTH: 15 min
AIRED: December 8, 2020  9:40AM



TOPIC:  Angel Tree Toy Drive
PROGRAM: This year there will be no Angel Tree Toy Drive due to the Covid-19 restrictions.  
Next year hopefully things will get better and he can make this event even bigger than the past.  
GUEST:  Michael Madrid
LENGTH: 10 min
AIRED: December 15, 2020 10AM


